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Abstract. Security systems for email spam filtering, network intrusion
detection, steganalysis, and watermarking, frequently use classifiers to
separate malicious behavior from legitimate. Typically, they use a fixed
operating point minimizing the expected cost / error. This allows a rational attacker to deliver invisible attacks just below the detection threshold. We model this situation as a non-zero sum normal form game capturing attacker’s expected payoffs for detected and undetected attacks, and
detector’s costs for false positives and false negatives computed based on
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of the classifier. The
analysis of Nash and Stackelberg equilibria reveals that using a randomized strategy over multiple operating points forces the rational attacker
to design less efficient attacks and substantially lowers the expected cost
of the detector. We present the equilibrium strategies for sample ROC
curves from network intrusion detection system and evaluate the corresponding benefits.
Keywords: Game theory, operating point selection, receiver operating
characteristic, adversarial machine learning, misclassification cost.

1

Introduction

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) graph is a curve showing dependency of
true positive rate (y-axis) and false positive rate (x-axis) of a classifier. The most
attractive property of ROC curves is their insensitivity to changes in class distributions and costs of wrong decisions on different classes. Both these properties
are almost certainly user specific and often non-stationary in security applications. For example, in spam detection the proportion of spam volume changes
from month to month, and the cost of receiving spam can be different for different users. It is therefore important to determine operating points of classifiers
(e.g., thresholds) systematically based on the costs in a specific deployment. A
well-established result [20] shows that the threshold minimizing the (Bayesian)
cost corresponds to the tangent of the ROC curve of slope defined by the ratio
of mis-classification costs weighted by class probabilities. This method for selecting thresholds is routinely used in many domains, including steganalysis[11],
watermarking [13, 6], and fraud detection[17].
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Similarly to [3], we argue that the method is optimal only in non-adversarial
setting without a rational attacker actively avoiding the detection. If knowledgeable attackers are present, such as in network intrusion detection, spam filtering,
steganalysis, watermarking, etc., this standard operating point is sub-optimal.
Our approach is to model the canonical machine learning problem of setting
the optimal operating point based on ROC in scenarios with a rational attacker
as a two-player normal-form game. The goal of the defender is to detect a presence of an attack, for which she uses a publicly known classifier. The goal of the
attacker is to design data samples (an attack) maximizing his benefit yet having
a good chance of being undetected. The set of thresholds (or other parameters
of the classifier) is the set of strategies for both players, as it is assumed the
attacker can design data-samples not detected at a given threshold [4, 1].
We present, compute, and analyze two different solution concepts in this
game. The first is the Nash equilibrium, which is the most standard solution
concept for situations where players interact only once and decide about their
strategies simultaneously. The second is the Stackelberg equilibrium, which has
been recently very popular in security domains [21]. The latter assumes that one
player, typically defender, computes its strategy and discloses it to the other
player before the game is played. The other player (attacker) can then play
optimally with respect to this strategy. This better describes the situation, when
the classifier (detection system) is publicly known, as the attacker may even run
his own copy of the classifier to verify undetectability of his attacks.
The main results of our analysis are that in adversarial setting, the defender
can substantially reduce its expected cost by randomizing over a larger set of
thresholds. We formally prove that in some games, no finite number of thresholds
is sufficient for the optimal randomization, but a reasonably sparse discretization
is often sufficient to guarantee strategies with performance close to the optimum.
Throughout the paper, we use a simple running example from the network
security domain: The attacker tries to gain remote access to a server using a
brute force password attack. The attacker knows that the defender deploys an
intrusion detection system (IDS) and if she detects the attack, she will block
attacker’s IP address. The detector needs to decide how many passwords per
second he will try. The defender has to decide how many login attempts per
second is enough to manually inspect the incident. If she sets the threshold too
high, the attacker has a good chance of succeeding in the attack. On the other
hand, too low thresholds force her to inspect many false alarms caused by users
who forgot their password.

2

Related Work

Only a few papers addressed operating point selection in game theoretic framework. Cavusoglu et al. [3] is one of the first papers advocating the importance of
game theoretic models in configuration of detectors of malicious behavior. As in
multiple similar papers, e.g.,[2], their models assume that the players can possibly make randomized decisions about whether to attack or whether to manually
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check a specific incident, but still allow choosing only a single fixed operating
point as the optimal configuration based on an ROC curve. The main difference of our approach is that we propose randomization over multiple operating
points, which determines strategies with respect to whole ROC curve resulting
into lower defender’s costs.
A game theoretic model of randomized threshold selection is presented in [8].
The rational attacker tries to hide its preferences by distributing his attacks between the preferred and nonpreferred target, while the defender sets a threshold
for the number of attack attempts on the more valuable target. In contrast to
our paper, this model is not connected to machine learning theory and general
classifier characteristics, such as ROC. Furthermore, is requires a discrete set of
thresholds and it analyses only Nash equilibria.
The use of Stackelberg equilibrium in our work has been inspired mainly by
the recent progress in research and practical applications of resource allocation
security games [21]. While there are several parallels, the class of games we
study here is substantially different. The resource allocation games assume a
specific utility structure, which causes the Nash and Stackelberg equilibria to
prescribe the same strategies [12]. As we show in experiments, this is not always
the case in our model. Also, there is no connection between these models and
machine learning and all the studied models of resource allocation games are
fundamentally discrete.
Recent works [4, 1, 10] from different domains show that for a fixed detector
an attacker can devise an invisible attack just below the detection threshold.
This paper uses the following generalization: against every detector from a set
of detectors, an attacker can plant an invisible attack, providing he knows the
detector. Since every detector has certain false positive and false negative rate,
the set can be described by ROC curve, which can be parameterized by a single
parameter – threshold (more on this in the next section). Hence, thresholds used
in discussions of operating point selection serve here as an abstraction linking a
single parameter to a particular classifiers from a possibly rich set. With respect
to cited works on evasion attack, this simplification does not decrease generality
of the presented approach.

3

Background

A two player normal form game is defined by a set of players I; set of actions for
each player Ai , i ∈ I; and utility functions ui : A → R for each player and action
profile from A = Πi∈I Ai . A (mixed) strategy of a player σi ∈ Σi is a probability
distribution over her actions and a pure strategy is a strategy playing only one of
the actions. The utility functions can be extended to mixed strategies by taking
expectation over players’ randomization. For a strategy profile σ ∈ Σ = Πi∈I Σi ,
we denote σi the strategy of player i and σ−i the strategy of the other player.
A strategy profile σ ∗ is an -Nash Equilibrium
∗
if ui (σi , σ−i
) − ui (σ ∗ ) ≤  ∀i ∈ I, σi ∈ Σi .
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A strategy profile is an exact Nash equilibrium (NE) if  = 0.
A Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE) assumes that one of the players is a leader
who commits to a strategy and discloses it to the other player (termed follower).
The other player then plays the action that maximizes her utility. For a two
player game with leader i is (σi∗ , a∗−i ) a SE if
ui (σi∗ , a∗−i ) ≥ ui (σi , a∗−i ) ∀σi ∈ Σi
& u−i (σi∗ , a∗−i ) ≥ u−i (σi∗ , a−i ) ∀a−i ∈ A−i .
The first line says that the leader does not have an incentive to change the strategy and the second line says the follower plays the best response to the leader’s
strategy. The value of the equilibrium for player i is vi = ui (σi∗ , a∗−i ). If the
follower breaks ties in favor of the leader, it is a Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium
(SSE). Breaking ties in favor of the leader is generally not a restrictive assumption, because minimal perturbation of any SE can ensure this choice is the only
optimal for the follower [22].
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) of a classifier is a parametric curve
describing dependency of true positive rate (rate of successfully detected attacks)
on the false positive rate (rate of benign events flagged as alarms). Each value
of the parameter corresponds to a single point on the curve with specific true
and false positive rates, which is also called operating point. Without loss of
generality we assume the curve to be parameterized by a detection threshold t ∈
T, but other parameterizations such as different penalties on error on different
classes during training of the classifier are indeed possible. ROC curve is nondecreasing in the false positives rate, but we do not assume it to be necessarily
concave.
In reality the operating point of a classifier can be controlled by more than
one parameter, for example by varying costs of errors on different classes during
training. Nevertheless, for every false positive rate the rational defender always
chooses a classifier with the highest detection accuracy. Consequently a particular false positive rate is linked to a particular classifier which is in this paper
abstracted by a threshold. By similar reasoning it can be assumed that the ROC
curve is non-decreasing, because in the defender does not have any incentive to
use classifier with higher false positive rate and smaller detection accuracy.
With respect to the above arguments it is assumed that there is a bijective
decreasing mapping between false positive rate and the threshold, which means
that the higher threshold implies smaller false positive rate. RFP : T → h0, 1i
maps thresholds to false positive rate.

4

Game Model

We formalize the operating point selection in presence of adversary as a twoplayer non-zero-sum normal form game with continuous strategy spaces.
Players: The two players in the game are the defender (denoted d) and the
attacker (denoted a). In reality the game will be played between one defender
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and many different attackers, but since at this point we assume all attackers to
share the same costs and penalties, they can be represented as a single player.
We plan to generalize the model to the Bayesian game setting [18] in future
work.
Actions: The action sets of the players are identical. Each player selects a
threshold from a set T, which can be mapped to h0, 1i without loss of generality.
If the defender selects a threshold td ∈ T, all attacks stronger than this threshold
are detected. If the attacker selects a threshold ta ∈ T, he plays an attack of
maximal intensity undetected by the detector with threshold ta . The attacker is
detected if ta > td .
Utility functions: The utility functions of the players depend on ROC curves,
defender’s costs for processing false positives and cost of missed detection, and
attackers reward for successful attack and penalty for the attack being detected.
Formal definitions of all quantities are following: ROC : h0, 1i → h0, 1i is the receiver operation characteristic of the classifier; C FP ∈ R+
0 is the defender’s cost
of processing a false positive and C FN : T → R is a non-decreasing defender’s
cost of missing an attack of certain intensity; ra : T → R+
0 is the non-decreasing
attacker’s reward for performing an undetected attack and pa ∈ R+
0 is the attacker’s penalty for being detected while performing an attack.We allow the
attacker to choose not to attack for zero reward and penalty. We further assume not all attackers being rational, as there is Ar ∈ R+
0 times more rational
attackers than non-rational, who attack with the same intensity regardless of
the classifier’s setting. Strategies of irrational attackers are reflected in the true
positives of the ROC.
In our running example, the attacker’s reward ra (t) can be the number of
passwords he tries per second without being detected; C FN (t) can be c · ra (t)
for some scaling factor c and pa being the penalty the attacker suffers if his
attack IP address is blocked. The notion of attack intensity in other domains
could represent the entropy of attack sources in a DDoS attack, the amount of
information injected to a media file in steganalysis, or the negative of distortion
caused to the media file in watermarking.
Based on the inputs above, we define the defender’s background cost for
irrational attackers as the standard classification cost used in non-adversarial
setting:
cbd (t) = RFP (t) · C FP + (1 − ROC(t)) · C FN (t)
(1)
For rational attackers playing a threshold t the defender suffers an additional
penalty for the undetected attacks:
crd (t) = Ar · C FN (t).

(2)

The utility function of the defender is the negative of the sum of the background
cost and the cost for rational attacks if undetected:
 b
−cd (td ) − crd (ta ) if td ≥ ta
ud (td , ta ) =
−cbd (td ) otherwise.
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The utility of the attacker is his reward in case of being undetected and the
negative penalty when he is detected:

ra (ta ) if td ≥ ta
ua (td , ta ) =
−pa otherwise.

5

Game Model Properties

The ROC curves from real problems are usually estimated from data samples
without clear analytical formulations. For this reason we base our study on a
discretized version of the game, which means that optimal strategies are only
approximated. We therefore first derive approximation bounds of Nash (NE) and
Stackelberg equilibria (SSE) between discretized and continuous version of the
problem. Then we show that even if we can get arbitrarily good approximations
with finite sets of thresholds, creating the exact optimal randomized strategy
may require using infinitely many thresholds. Finally, we show that some subsets
of thresholds will never be used by a rational defender and can be disregarded
in the strategy computation.
Proposition 1. Let vd be the value of SSE of the continous game for the defender; (ti ) = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn ; ti ∈ T; t0 = min(T); tn = max(T) be a
discretization of the set of applicable thresholds and
∆=

max
i∈{0,...,n−1}

{max{crd (ti+1 ) − crd (ti ),

max

t∈(ti ,ti+1 i

cbd (t) −

min

t∈(ti ,ti+1 i

cbd (t)}},

be the maximal difference between the highest and the lowest point in the defender’s cost functions within one interval. Then there is a mixed strategy selecting only the thresholds from (ti ), such that its expected value for the defender is
at least vd − 2∆.
Proof. Assume (D, ta ) are the cumulative distribution function1 (CDF) of the
defender’s strategy and threshold selection of the attacker in a SSE of the continuous game. Let tj ∈ (ti ) be a threshold in the discretization, such that
ta ∈ (tj , tj+1 i. We construct a CDF D0 lower than D in the interval (tj , tj+1 i
and higher then D outside, so that the attacker still plays in (tj , tj+1 i and the
cost of the defender is not increased substantially.

D(ti+1 ) ∀t ∈ (ti , ti+1 i i 6= j
0
D (t) =
(3)
D(tj ) ∀t ∈ (tj , tj+1 i
The expected utility of the attacker for playing threshold t in response to distribution D is
ua (D, t) = (1 − D(t))ra (t) − D(t)pa
(4)
1

Probability that randomly selected threshold is below the input parameter, i.e.,
D(td ) = P (t ≤ td ).
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While CDFs and ra are non-decreasing, the attacker’s expected utility with D0
cannot increase outside (tj , tj+1 i and cannot decrease in the interval. Hence,
he will keep playing to interval (tj , tj+1 i and even if he modifies his strategy
within this interval, it will not increase the costs of the defender by more than
∆ in the crd component of her utility by definition of ∆. Furthermore, any time
the defender would play t ∈ (ti , ti+1 i with distribution D, she plays one of the
bounds instead with D0 . For each of these bounds, she has the cost cbd at most ∆
more than with t. In the worst case, the defender will suffer the increased cost
in both components.
t
u
Proposition 2. Let (D, A) be CDFs of strategies in NE of the operating point
selection game discretized to (ti ) ⊆ T and ∆ defined as in Proposition 1, then
(D, A) is a 2∆-NE of the continuous game.
Proof. Attacker: The attacker’s expected utility cannot be increased by playing
thresholds not included in the discretization. For any t ∈ (ti , ti+1 ) the attacker
might consider, he can only improve his payoff by playing ti+1 instead. Recall
that playing the same threshold as the defender results to an undetected attack.
The probability of detection by D is the same on the whole interval and ra (t) is
non-decreasing.
Defender: The best response to any mixed strategy can always be found in
pure strategies. Assume that td ∈ (ti , ti+1 ) is the best response of the defender
to the attacker’s strategy A. From definition of ∆, ud (td , A) ≤ ud (ti , A) + 2∆,
because it can differ by ∆ in each component of the utility function. The defender has no incentive to deviate to ti from a discrete NE strategy, because
this threshold was considered in its computation; hence, ud (ti , A) ≤ ud (D, A).
Combining the two inequalities gives us ud (td , A) ≤ ud (D, A) + 2∆.
t
u
It is important to realize that ∆ is not a parameter of the problem, but
rather a guide for creating a suitable discretization. The goal is to select a discretization, such that ∆ is small. ∆ can even be selected in advance and then
the algorithm to compute a matching discretization could just swipe through
the interval of possible thresholds and add a new threshold to the discretization
always when one of the relevant functions changes its value by more than ∆.
For a function with range [0,1] and ∆ = n1 , a monotonic function will require at
most n thresholds; convex/concave function at most 2n thresholds. If we want to
guarantee less than 5% error from the optimum in the worst case, we can always
choose 40 thresholds for the monotonous crd function to keep ∆ = 2.5% for this
component of its definition. If the cbd function is convex (which seems to be the
case in the real world examples presented in our experiments), we will need at
most additional 80 thresholds to guarantee even this component of definition of
∆ to be 2.5%. Moreover, as we explain later, we can remove some portions of
the thresholds completely form consideration.
The above discussion shows that the error in the quality of the produced solutions caused by discretization is bounded and we can always choose a relatively
small discretization of set T that guarantees a low error. We further show that
there are instances of the game, in which the optimal solution of the discretized
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version of the game is always worse than the optimal solution of the continuous
game.
Proposition 3. There are continuous operating point selection games, in which
the optimal strategy requires the defender to use infinitely many thresholds.
Proof. Let the mapping from thresholds h0, 1i to false positive rate be RF P (t) =
(1−t); ROC(t) = min(2(1−t), 1); the misclassification costs C F N (t) = C F P = 1;
and twice as much rational as background attackers (Ar = 2). Then
cbd (t) = 1 − t on h0, 21 i and t on h 21 , 1i
and

crd (t)

= 2 for t ∈ (0, 1i.

(5)
(6)

In this case, the rational defender prefers to prevent the rational attacker from
attacking at all, even if it meant setting detection threshold to 0. crd (ta ) is always
larger than cbd (td ) for any ta > 0.
Assume the rational attacker’s penalty pa = 1 and reward ra (t) = 1 + t. The
attacker will not attack if ua (D, t) ≤ 0 for all t ∈ T, because it can always get
zero utility by not attacking. If we assume this is an equality, we can derive
D(t) =

t+1
⇒ D(0) = 12 , D( 12 ) = 35 .
t+2

(7)

If the rational attacker does not attack at all, the defender prefers to play t = 12 ,
as it minimizes cbd . Therefore, the optimal continuous strategy for this situation
is to play D on h0, 21 i and set D(t) = 1 for all larger thresholds. D is strictly
increasing and cbd strictly decreasing on h0, 21 i. If the defender wants to prevent
the rational attack with a discrete distribution, her CDF has to be larger or
equal to D for each threshold. If it is lower, the attacker has positive utility for
attacking. Hence, she plays D0 (tj ) = D(tj+1 ); ∀tj ∈ (ti ); i.e.,P
threshold tj with
b
probability π(tj ) = D(tj+1 ) − D(tj ). Her cost ud (D0 , 0) =
i π(ti )cd (ti ) can
1
always be decreased by adding any new threshold in h0, 2 i. The monotonicity of
the involved functions implies that for any new threshold tm ∈ (ti , ti+1 ) holds
(D(tj+1 ) − D(tj )) cbd (tj ) > (D(tj+1 ) − D(tm )) cbd (tj ) + (D(tm ) − D(tj )) cbd (tm ).
t
u
Besides proving that it might not be possible to play optimally with a finite
number of thresholds, the previous proposition also demonstrates how the model
motivates the attacker to perform weaker attacks. The mechanism is the same
even if it is beneficial only to reduce the attack strength and not to prevent it
completely.
Based on the previous propositions, we can choose a discretization of set T
that guarantees a low error. Below we show that considering only a subset of T
for discretization is sufficient.
Proposition 4. If t∗d = arg min{cbd (t) + crd (t)}, then a rational defender will
never play a threshold t for which
cbd (t) > cbd (t∗d ) + crd (t∗d )
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Proof. Threshold t∗d is the best pure strategy for the Stackelberg setting and the
maximin strategy for the defender. The defender can always guarantee payoff at
least cbd (t∗d ) + crd (t∗d ) for any strategy of the attacker. Hence, she will not play a
threshold that certainly induces a higher cost.
t
u
5.1

Concavity of ROC Curves

The machine learning literature often assumes that the ROC curves are concave [9]. If an ROC curve is not concave then there is a false positive rate b so
that
b−a
c−b
ROC(b) <
ROC(c) +
ROC(a)
(8)
c−a
c−a
for some a < b < c. If we use, instead of the threshold corresponding to b (tb ),
b−a
and the threshold for a (ta ) with
the threshold for c (tc ) with probability c−a
c−b
probability c−a , then the expected false positive rate is still b, but the true
positive rate is the right hand side in equation 8. This randomization creates a
classifier with strictly better expected performance than the classifier described
by the original ROC; therefore, all ROC curves are assumed to be concave.
We argue that this well-known procedure is correct only for the traditional
settings without rational attackers. In their presence, playing the probability
distribution on ta and tc is not strategically equivalent to playing tb . Recall that
playing tb motivates the rational attacker to play tb as well; however, playing the
randomization over ta and tc will motivate the attacker to play either ta or tc
(depending on his costs), but generally not to play tb . The attacker playing one
of ta or tc may induce a substantially different cost to the defender compared
to playing tb . Consequently the widely adopted procedure to make ROC curves
convex is not applicable in presence of rational attackers, as it results into misrepresenting the actual costs for the defender. We are not aware of any existing
work presenting a similar observation.

6

Experimental Evaluation

This section experimentally demonstrates that the proposed game-theoretic approach randomizing among multiple detector’s operating points forces rational
attackers to attack with lower intensity than with a single threshold optimized
against non-rational attackers. Consequently, the expected cost of the classifier
is reduced. The use-case is an intrusion detection system (IDS) where results
of this paper can be readily applied. We show three kinds of experiments: (i)
experiments with multiple thresholds showing the strategies computed for specific ROC curves and the cost reduction they provide; (ii) experiments with only
two thresholds which provide better insight into the rationale behind the model;
and (iii) an experiments varying attacker’s penalty showing the effect of this
parameter on computed strategies.
In our experiments, we use ROC curves of a real world IDS from [19]. Each
ROC curve has 100 points representing thresholds used by the detector. As explained in the previous section, we do not assume ROC curves to be concave,
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because the stochastic concave envelope changes the solution space. We have
chosen the cost of false positives to be C FP = 15, to represent that typical IDS
faces much more benign traffic than actual attacks; and the amount of rational attackers to be the same as the background attackers Ar = 1. We set the
attacker’s penalty pa = 2, as the cost for having the IP address blocked. The
attacker’s reward is a linear function in terms of attack intensity, i.e., ith point
on the ROC curve, in the order of increasing false positive rate, is assigned the
· 10. Choosing lower attack strength is equivalent to choosing a
reward (100−i)
100
lower threshold to attack. Note that if the defender lowers the detection threshold, then it increases its false positive rate. The graphs in this section show false
positive rate increasing on x-axis from left to right to have the ROC curves in
their standard form. In all these graphs, the threshold grows on the same axes
from right to left.
6.1

Computing the Equilibria and Scalability

Computing a NE may be computationally expensive as it belongs to the PPAD
complexity class [7]. However, we do not reach the scalability limits of the standard equilibrium computation tools with our model. In our experiments, we use
the Gambit [16] implementation of an algorithm for computing all Nash equilibria [15]. On standard Intel i5 2.3GHz laptop computer, the computation takes
up to 1 minute for 12 thresholds, up to 5 minutes for 13 and up to an hour for
14 thresholds. Even though the algorithm computes all NE, it always found only
a single NE in our experiments. It indicates that these games generally have a
unique NE. We intend to formally study this property in our future research. In
practical application, a more scalable algorithm computing only one NE can be
used [14]. The gambit implementation of this algorithm is able to compute the
strategy for 100 thresholds in less than one minute. Since the calculation of NE
can be done off-line on a computer cluster, we do not consider the computational
complexity here to be an issue.
Computing the SSE is a polynomial problem and we used the multiple linear
programs (LP) method described in [5] with IBM CPLEX 12.4 as the LP solver.
Computation of SEE even for 100 thresholds takes up to 10 seconds.
6.2

Multiple Thresholds

Figure 1 presents the results of the games defined based on ROCs of detectors
of Secure Shell (SSH) password cracking and Skype supernodes. The games are
discretized to contain 11 thresholds. Ten thresholds are chosen to be equidistant
on the range of false positive values [0, 1.0] and the last one is the optimal fixed
threshold t∗d defined in Proposition 4. This threshold is marked by the vertical
lines in the graphs. White / black bars in Figures 1(a,b,d,e) correspond to the
defender’s / attacker’s probability of selecting the threshold at their position.
The curve in these figures is the ROC. In Figures 1(b,e) we can see that the
attacker is forced to pick the lowest threshold played by the defender in the case
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Fig. 1. The top two rows show the main results for ROC curves corresponding to
detection of SSH pasword cracking and Skype supernodes. Figures (a-b) and (d-e)
show the probability distributions of using thresholds for the defender (white bars)
and the attacker (black bars) in the Nash and Stackelberg equilibria of the game.
Figures (c) and (f) show the expected utility of these strategies in comparison to the
optimal fixed thresholds selection considering the rational opponent (Single) and the
standard Bayesian threshold disregarding the rational opponent (NonGT). Figures (g)
and (h) show the relevant cost functions and the optimal fixed thresholds for reference.
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of Stackelberg equilibria (SSE). Although the defender plays most often the high
threshold optimizing her background cost (54% of time), she plays the lower
thresholds sufficiently often to force rational attackers to use weaker attacks.
The threshold corresponding to the false positive rate just below 0.8 is played
13.5% of time. In these cases, the rational attacker uses less than half the attack
intensity it would use without the randomization, i.e., the threshold marked by
the vertical line. In the Nash equilibria presented in Figures 1(a,d), the attacker
uses all the thresholds played by the defender with almost uniform probability.
If the defender does not commit to a strategy in advance, the attacker also needs
to randomize to prevent exploitation of his strategy by the defender. This is the
main source of the defender’s higher cost with NE compared to SSE.
Figures 1(c,f) present the expected costs of the Nash (NE) and Stackelberg
(SSE) equilibrium strategies compared to the single threshold maximizing the
utility defined as t∗d in Proposition 4 (Single), and the standard Bayesian cost
minimizing threshold disregarding the rational attackers (NonGT). The value
of the SSE is better than the value of the NE. In both graphs, it is more than
10% better than the fixed operation point selection (t∗d ). The difference between
the expected utility for fixed threshold selection considering and disregarding
the rational attacker is quite low. Figures 1(g,h) present the utility function
components computed based on the ROCs. The vertical line marks the optimal
fixed game theoretic threshold (t∗d ) and the optimal threshold disregarding the
rational opponents would be the minimum of cbd (t).
Besides the results presented in this figure, we computed the expected utility
values for 34 other ROC curves from [19]. The improvements of using multiple
thresholds against the optimal fixed threshold (t∗d ) is between 5% and 20% (average 15%) for the Stackelberg equilibria and between 0.5% and 14% (average
9%) for the Nash equilibria.
6.3

Two Thresholds

Figure 2(a) shows the ROC curve of the horizontal scan detector we used for experiments with two thresholds. The first threshold is fixed in the optimal static
thresholds selection t∗d from Proposition 4 and the second varies over the x-axis
of the graphs. Figure 2(b) presents the expected value of both equilibria and the
probability of playing the threshold other than t∗d if we optimally randomize only
among these two thresholds. The vertical lines denote the position of the optimal
fixed threshold and the horizontal line denotes its utility. The graph shows that
substantial reduction of cost is possible already with two thresholds (top), and
that even though values differ, the different equilibria suggest playing the same
threshold with the same probability on large portion of possible thresholds (bottom). Furthermore, the probability of playing a low threshold (high false positive
rate) quickly drops to zero at a point when it would no longer increase the defender’s utility. Recall that the NE and SSE strategies overlap completely in well
studied resource allocation security games [12]. Better understanding of when
this happens in our model could enable reuse of many interesting results, such
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Fig. 2. Randomizing over two thresholds: first fixed at the optimal static threshold and
the second varying on the x-axis. The graphs show (a) ROC curve; (b) upper: defender
solution values, lower: second threshold probability; (c) the defender’s SSE values for
penalty for detected attack varying in the range [0.1, 20] – curves from bottom to top;
and (d) are the probabilities corresponding to (c) – curves from top to bottom.

as efficient computation of strategies for Bayesian games with different player
types.
6.4

Varying Penalty

Figures 2(c,d) present the effect of attacker’s penalty set to 0.1, 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 7,
9, 11, 15, 20 on the defender’s payoff and probabilities in the scenario with two
thresholds. We use the same setting as in the previous subsection, i.e., using
one fixed thresholds t∗d and changing the other threshold. Figure 2(c) shows that
increasing the penalty increases the defender’s payoff: the lines (from bottom
up) represents the defender’s utility with increasing penalty. Figure 2(d) with
the probabilities of the alternative threshold selection shows that increasing the
penalty decreases the probability of playing the second threshold: the lines (from
top down) correspond to increasing attacker’s penalty. At pa = 5, detecting
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the IP address by the defender has so high penalty for the attacker that if
the defender chooses the lowest threshold sufficiently often, the attacker stops
attacking at all.

7

Conclusions

We analyze the problem of classifier operation point selection in presence of
rational adversaries, applicable in various real world domains, such as network
intrusion detection, spam filtering, steganalysis, or watermarking. We formalize
it in game theoretic framework and focus on two well-known solution concepts:
the more standard Nash equilibrium and the Stackelberg equilibrium commonly
used in security domains. While it is not clear how to find these solutions exactly for the exact (continuous) games, we formally prove that we can create a
discretized version of the game, which is solvable by standard techniques and its
solution is a good approximation of the optimal solution of the original game.
We have experimentally evaluated the benefits of the model on a set of ROC
curves originating from a real-world intrusion detection system. Using game theoretic randomization over multiple thresholds improves the defender’s expected
cost by up to 20% for some types of attacks, compared to using just single optimal threshold. This cost reduction is caused by the rational attacker selecting
more than two times smaller attack strength in response to the randomization.
While randomizing among larger number of thresholds is generally better, we
show that substantial improvements can be achieved also by using only two different thresholds. We analyze this simplified case showing the main mechanisms
by which the randomized strategies operate. Furthermore, we show that the
Nash and Strong Stackelberg equilibrium strategies overlap on some subsets of
threshold selections as in the resource allocation security games, but it is not
true in general. This motivates more detailed study of the relation of these two
models.
The future work on the proposed model may include generalization of the
model to allow optimizing the thresholds against multiple different types of adversaries with different reward and cost functions. We would also like to generalize the model to allow multiple classifiers with correlated outputs and further
analyze the relation to resource allocation games and other formal properties of
the proposed model.
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